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Abstract

In conventional block truncation coding images are divided
into blocks of size

�����
and then each block is encoded

by two gray levels and a bit-pattern. Here instead of
�����

blocks, image is divided into � � � blocks. From each block
two

�����
sub-blocks are generated by quincunx sampling

method. In this work a modified scheme of BTC for the�����
block have been proposed where the computed rep-

resentative gray levels are the bias and the contrast in each
block. Secondly, instead of determining bit-pattern for each
block, an optimum bit-pattern is selected from a pattern-
book.Thirdly, if the contrast is low the block is assumed to
be smooth and bit-pattern is not required to reconstruct the
block. Again to reduce the bit rate the contrast component
and the predictive residual of the bias component are en-
tropy coded to achieve lower bit rate. Further to reduce the
bit rate, preserving same quality, indices of best fit patterns
are coded using two different index graph. Finally, � � �
block is reconstructed using interpolation technique.
Key words: Image compression, Block Truncation coding,
Vector quantization, index graph, Pattern fitting.

1. Introduction

Image compression and image sequence coding has huge
applications in video conferencing, video phones, TV trans-
mission etc. Since 1970’s the Block Truncation Coding
(BTC) [2, 7, 4] has been studied a lot. This is a lossy but
an attractive image coding algorithm for its simplicity, low
computational cost and relatively high image quality. In
this method sharp gray level transition and textured areas
are reconstructed well; where as smooth gray level transi-
tions are less well preserved. Like other image compression
methods, quality of the reconstructed image is measured in
terms of peak-signal-to-noise ratio (PSNR) and degree of
compression by bits-per-pixel (bpp). The BTC output data
set includes a bit-pattern, which defines the quantization bin
of each pixel, and two reconstruction levels. The levels are

determined so that the mean and variance of the original im-
age block and reconstructed block are same. To define the
bit-pattern in BTC, block mean is used as threshold. In Ab-
solute moment block truncation coding (AMBTC) [7] has
a simple algorithm structure as absolute moment is used to
define the bit-pattern. In conventional BTC the main draw
back is high bit rate (2 bpp). Several modification has been
proposed to reduce bit rate, such as, using median filter [1],
adaptive coding [10], DCT-BTC [16], BTC with decimation
and interpolation [17], etc.

The reconstruction levels generated by BTC are usually
expressed by 8+8 bits, they can also be stored by 10 bits us-
ing joint quantization [5, 9]. In order to reduce the bit rate
Vector Quantization (VQ) [8, 11] technique has also been
applied to quantize the vector formed by the two gray lev-
els corresponding to the reconstruction levels generated by
BTC for each block [13]. To further reduce bit rate, the
generated bit pattern approximated by one of a set of pre-
selected bit-pattern [12, 3], where the index of the approxi-
mating bit-pattern is used to code the block.

In this article a modification of BTC is given to reduce
bit rate significantly. Here images are partitioned into � � �
blocks ( 	
� ) instead of

�����
block ( 	 � ) used in BTC. From

� � � block two
����

sub-blocks 	 ��� and 	 ��� are generated
according to quincunx subsampling method. The sampling
method is shown in Figure 1. Then each 	 � blocks are
coded by proposed method and finally 	�� is reconstructed
by interpolation technique. In coding purpose, to define the
partition of block, a set of bit-pattern used. The bit-pattern
from pattern book, which fits the block best is used as the
bit-pattern of the block in BTC. Thus, the index of the se-
lected pattern is sufficient to reconstruct the block. Based
on the best fit pattern two quantities, namely bias and con-
trast, are computed and that are used in the reconstruction
of the block. The paper is organised as follows. Section 2
contains basic concept of BTC and proposed method. How
to define the partition of a block is given in section 3. Cod-
ing of a block is studied in section 4. Test results are given
in section 5. Finally, conclusion is given in section 6.



a b
Figure 1: Two

� � �
sub-block from � � � block by quincunx

sampling method. (a) a block of size � � � , (b) two sub-
block of size

� � �

2. Conventional BTC

In original BTC method [2] images are partitioned into � � �
( � =4) sub-blocks. Then two level quantization is performed
for the pixels of the block so that block mean and variance
of the reconstructed block are identical to those of the origi-
nal block. The output of the BTC method is two gray levels
and the quantization information (ie., partition of the block
into two subsets which can be represented by binary pat-
tern). Suppose an image block

�
contain k (= � � ) number

of pixels. Let �����	��
 , ���� � are the original intensity of the
pixels where

�
represents the set of coordinates of pixels in

the block, i.e.,
����� � ��� � ����������� ����� . The first two block

moments � � and � � are given by

� � � �! �" �$# � �������%
 and � � � �! �" �&# � � � �'���(

where sample variance ) � of image block is ) � � � ��* � � � .

Suppose, based on the pixel intensities, the block
�

is
partitioned into two sets of pixels

�,+
and
� �

such that
�-��.+0/1� �

and
�2+031� � �54

where
�6+7�8� ��9 � � ��9 � ��������� ��9�;: �

and
� � �<� ��9 9 �=� ��9 9 �>��������� ��9 9?�A@B�;:C� . This partition is repre-

sented by assigning one of two labels, say 0 and 1, to the
pixels. Without loss of generality, let the pixels of set the� +

are marked by 0 and that of
� �

by 1. Thus the partition
can be represented as a bit-pattern as stated above. In origi-
nal BTC the partition is defined as�D+7�8� � �FE ���'� � 
2GH� � �� � �-� � �FE ����� � 
2IJ� � � .

During reconstruction, the pixels marked by 0 will be
given the value K and that marked by 1 will be given the
value L . The values K and L satisfy! � � � ! 9 K7MN� !O*P! 9 
QL! � � � ! 9$K � MR� !S*P! 9T
QL �

Solving for K and L we getK � � � * )�U !S*P! :! : (1)

L � � � MV)�W ! :!S*P! : (2)

The intensity X���'����
 of the pixels of the corresponding block
of the reconstructed image is given byX�Y�'���(
 �[Z L if ���� � �K if ���� � +

The output of conventional BTC (CBTC) on ’LENA’
( \ �=] � \ �A] ) shown in Figure 4 (b) with PSNR = 32.89 and
bpp = 2. In this proposed method during reconstruction,
gray levels ^ *S_ and ^`M _ are used in place of K and L . The
values ^ and

_
represents the bias (low frequency compo-

nent) and contrast (high frequency component) respectively
within the block. Simplifying according to above we get,

^ � � � M )�� ] ! : *P! 
]ba ! : � !c*d! : 
 (3)_ � ) !]ba ! : � !O*P! : 
 (4)

Now the reason why we used �e^ � _ 
 instead of �eK � L�
 , that
is explained later. In this proposed method, for each 	
�
two 	 � sub-block 	 � � and 	 � � generated through quin-
cunx subsampling are considered for coding purpose. When
each 	 � is coded by CBTC and 	�� is reconstructed by in-
terpolation, output of this method (QS-CBTC) is shown in
Figure 4(c) with PSNR = 30.36 and bpp = 1.

3. Partitioning of Blocks

In conventional BTC method, output for each block is a bit-
pattern and two gray levels. In current method the gray val-
ues are defined by ^ and

_
. How the partition of a block is

defined?
To define the partition of block, a pattern-book contain-

ing f two-level patterns of size � � � are used. To generate
the pattern-book a collection of large number of images are
considered. Each block of size � � � of those images is
transformed so that average of the block becomes zero and
variance of each block becomes same. Such transformation
is needed to ensure that all the block having similar gray
level or intensity pattern must belong to same cluster irre-
spective of their mean and variance. Then a clustering al-
gorithm (e.g. K-means algorithm) is applied on these trans-
formed block data-vectors to form f clusters. Bit-pattern is
generated by applying zero as threshold to each gray level
pattern corresponding to cluster center. Once the pattern-
book is formed we fit the candidate image block to each of



Figure 2: Set of bit-pattern used to partition 	 � in proposed
method.

these patterns
��� ��� ��� � � ��������� f * � , say, in mean-square-

error sense. For example, if we try to fit the image block to
the pattern

���
, mean-square-error in fitting is computed as

� �Q+ � �! 9 "�
	������� �%���'����
 *��B+ 
 �
� � � � �!O*P! 9 "� 	 �� ��� �e���'� � 
 *�� � 
 �

where
��+ � �� :�� �
	������� �������%
 K � _� � � ��A@B� : � �
	������� ���'� � 


Hence, total error in fit for the the
�
-th pattern is given by� � � � �Q+ M � � � . Finally, index � of best fit pattern is ob-

tained for � � K���� �"!$# � � � � � . To represent the partition of
blocks, proposed BTC sends the index � instead of the en-
tire bit-pattern. That means only %$&(' � f bits is transmitted
instead of

!
bits. If former one is much less than the lat-

ter (which is usually taken), a significant reduction in bpp
can be achieved. The 256 bit-patterns which are used in our
experiment are shown in Figure 2. Result of BTC obtained
from fitting patterns of Figure 2 to two 	 � blocks and then
reconstructing 	�� block by interpolation (QS-PF) is shown
in Figure 4(d) with PSNR = 29.55, bpp = 0.56.

4. Encoding the Block

For each 	 � , two quantization levels and one bit-
pattern (the index of the best fit bit-pattern) ie., a triplet��^ � _ �*) � _ �,+ 
 has to be encode.

��f ^7
 � ��f ^7
.- ��f ^7
0/��f ^7
 � ^21
Figure 3: Blocks used in Prediction of ^O9 in current block.

In CBTC and also in AMBTC the quantization data to
be stored in the compressed file is either the pair ��K � L�
 or��K � L * K 
 . They are usually expressed by 8+8 bits, but they
can also be stored by 10 bits using joint quantization [5,
9]. In current method ^ *R_ and ^ M _ are quantization
levels used in reconstruction. Here we store ^ and

_
. It is

evident from equation (1), (2), (3) and (4) that ^ �43�576�
and
_ �83 @ 6� . In view of the Wavelet theory [14], ^ may

be considered as the response of the scaling function or the
low-resolution (

�
/ times) representation of the block and

_
is

the response of wavelets whose natures are represented by
the patterns shown in Figure 2. So the standard deviation
of
_

is smaller than that of K and L , and this leads to higher
compression for

_
by entropy coding. Secondly, small value

of
_

means the gray levels are more or less uniform and
block intensity can be represented by ^ only. From this
point of view we apply a small threshold,

_�9�:
, to obtain_ 9 � Z � if

_ G _ 9�:_ *d_ 9�:
otherwise

(5)_ 9�:
is selected in such a way that the error introduced due

to this approximation does not reduce the PSNR of that par-
ticular block below a fixed quantity, say, ; dB (see equa-
tion (7)).

Thus, in general, we need to transmit ^ ,
_ 9 and index of

the corresponding pattern in the said order. However, it may
be noted that if

_ 9 is zero, we need not transmit the pattern
index. This leads to further reduction in bit rate. As ^ is
bias of the block, it has strong correlation with that of its
neighboring blocks because of spatial homogeneity. So for
further reduction in bpp, ^ is coded by predictive coding.
Figure 3 shows the blocks that are used for prediction of ^<1 .
Suppose the values are �ef ^ 
 � , ��f ^ 
 � , ��f ^7
 - , ��f ^ 
 / and^21 , are known. Assuming a linear model, the prediction
error is: = ^ � ^>1 * /" �$# �7? � �ef ^ 
Q� (6)

weights ? � are estimated considering a large number of im-
ages. It is evident that the variance of = ^ is much less than
that of ^ . Hence, through entropy coding = ^ can be repre-
sented by less number of bits than that is needed to represent^ directly. This is a lossless coding.

Here, images are divided into 	�� . From 	�� two 	 � sub-
blocks 	 � � and 	 � � are considered for coding purpose, so
we need to transmit �e^ � � _ �=�*) � _ �,+ � 
 and �e^ ��� _ ���@) � _ �,+ � 
 .
With above approximation we transmit

_ : �
and
_ :�

respec-
tively in place of

_ �
and
_��

. It is highly expected that ^ �
and ^ � are nearer, and E ^ � * ^ � E will be small value.



In coding purpose for the block 	 � � we use the predic-
tive error = ^ � , and for 	 � � the value of ^ � * ^ � is
used. Hence, in coding purpose for each 	��1� = ^ ��� ^ � *^ � � _ : � � _ :� �*) � _ �,+ ���@) � _ ��+ � 
 is used, where first four com-
ponents are coded by entropy coding.

It may be noted that here the blocks producing ^ � ’s are
further away from each other compared to those of CBTC.
So to improve correlation among ^ � ’s and that between ^ �
and ^ � we apply a low-pass filter (neighborhood averaging)
before subsampling. This also reduce deviation in

_ � values.
Then result of this modification (QS-PF-

_ :
) using with

_ 9�:
= 4 is shown in Figure 4(e) for which PSNR = 29.42 and
bpp = 0.41 considering entropy coding for = ^ � , E ^ ��* ^ � E
and
_ :

-values with normal coding for indices. Only the cod-
ing scheme for indexing part is left. To encode the indices
in normal way

��� � � f (=8) bits have to used for each index.
We denote

) � 9�: 	
� by 	
� � � and its sub-blocks are denoted
accordingly. Let � � �� , for k= 1,2 be the random variable for
the best fit pattern index of the block 	 � � �� . Using the joint
frequency distribution of � � �� � � �� and � � �� � � � 5 ��

we define
two index graph � � = ��� � �	��� 
 and � � = ��� ���	� � 
 . � � is
same as � � ( E � � E � E � � E = 257) that represents the indices
of bit-patterns in pattern book and one auxiliary index for
those blocks for which

_ 9 = 0. When
_ 9 =0 this auxiliary in-

dex not being actually transmitted. Degree of each vertices
in both graph is taken G 31.

Following is the coding scheme for indices. First find
the best fit bit-pattern by linear search method on original
pattern book.

Now consider three blocks 	 � � �� , 	 � � �� and 	 � � � 5 ��
and

corresponding indices are + � �� , + � �� and + � � 5 ��
respectively.

Assume that + � �� already being coded. Now for the coding
of + � �� index graph � � is used and following is the logic
being used for coding purpose.

1. if(
_ � � :� I 0)

(a) if( + � �� is adjacent of + � �� )

Let + � �� is
! 9�:

( G 31) adjacent of + � �� then corre-
sponding encoding string is binary represen-
tation of

!
, which takes 5 bits.

(b) else (ie., + � �� is non-adjacent of + � �� )

Encoding string is 11111 followed by binary
representation of + � �� , so 13 bits required.

2. else (ie.,
_ � � :�

= 0 )

(a) No need to transmit any code for index.

Similarly, for + � � 5 ��
index graph � � is used and following

coding scheme being used for coding purpose.

1. if(
_ � � 5 � :� I 0)

(a) if( + � �� is adjacent of + � � 5 ��
)

Let + � � 5 ��
is
! 9�:

( G 31) adjacent of + � �� then cor-
responding encoding string is binary repre-
sentation of

!
, which takes 5 bits.

(b) else (ie., + � �� is non-adjacent of + � � 5 ��
)

Encoding string is 11111 followed by binary
representation of + � � 5 ��

, so 13 bits required.

2. else (ie.,
_ � � 5 � :�

= 0)

(a) No need to transmit any code for index.

This index graph concept preserve the quality like pat-
tern fitting with

_ :
(QS-PF-

_ 9 ) in same time constraint, but
this gives better result in bit rate. The result at final stage
(QS-PF-

_ 9 with index graph) of compression (QS-PF-
_ :

-
IG) is shown Figure 4(f) with PSNR 29.42 and 0.38.

5. Experimental Results

To study the nature of
_ :

, ^ � * ^ � and = ^ � several 8-bit
images of size \ �=] � \ �A] are used. Here number of two-
level patterns used to define the partition is 256 as shown
in Figure 2. The original images used in this experiment
are shown in Figure 5. The performance is evaluated by
bit-per-pixel (bpp) and peak signal-to-noise ratio (PSNR)
defined as


�� f� � � � ��� � � + ] \>\ ������ _ 	 (7)

where
�����

(mean square error) for a reconstructed imageX�Y�'���(
 is defined as
����� � �� " � � ���'� � 
 * X�	��� � 
�� �

where
�

is the total number of pixels in the image.
The results for comparisons are given in Table 2 and Ta-

ble 3 respectively. In Table 1 the output of different steps
of the proposed method is shown. The current method is a
combination of BTC and patter fitting method. In all steps
of Table 1, for encoding purpose entropy coding is used for_ : �

,
_ :�

, = ^ and ^ � * ^ � to reduce bit rate. In step QS-PF
and QS-PF-

_ :
indices are encoded using 8 bits. In the last

step indices are encoded using index graphs.
Results of the proposed method are compared with that

of three modified BTC methods namely PF64 [3], VQ-
CIBTC [6] and Adapt.D/I [15]. The figures are shown in
Table 2 and Table 3 respectively. PF64 is a modified BTC
using pattern fitting method and where images are parti-
tioned into

� � �
block and size of pattern book is 64. In

VQ-CIBTC method we have set Thr1 to 10, Thr2 to 50 as
suggested in the original paper [6] and used 2 bits for iden-
tifying the class of a block. In Adapt.D/I method Thr1 and
Thr2 have been set to 6 and 5 respectively to achieve the



PSNR close to what was reported in the original paper [15]
and bit-rate has been measured with predictive entropy cod-
ing. The reconstructed images using proposed method are
shown in Figure 6.

Table 1: Results of different steps of Proposed method.

Steps Average Average
PSNR bpp

CBTC 33.89 2.00
QS-CBTC 30.98 1.00
QS-PF 30.37 0.56
QS-PF-

_ 9 30.06 0.43
QS-PF-

_ :
-IG 30.06 0.40

6. Conclusion

In this paper we have presented a modified version of BTC
to achieve high compression ratio sacrificing image qual-
ity a little. Such compression methods are useful for trans-
mitting very large amount of data in real-time such as in
video. The method considers � � � image block (unlike
CBTC which considers

� � �
block) and generates two

� � �
by quincunx subsampling. Each

��� �
block is processed

step-by-step to achieve as low bpp as possible while keep-
ing PSNR as high as possible. Result of each step in terms
of PSNR and bpp is presented in Table 1 so as to track
the improvement in terms of our objective. Final results are
compared with some other modified version of BTC and
are found superior regarding the trade-off between PSNR
and bpp.
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(a) (b)

(c) (d)

(e) (f)

Figure 4: (a) Original Image, (b) - (f) Output of different
steps. (b) CBTC (PSNR = 32.89, bpp = 2), (c) QS-CBTC
(PSNR = 30.36, bpp = 1), (d) QS-PF (PSNR = 29.55, bpp
= 0.56), (e) QS-PF with

_ 9 (PSNR = 29.42, bpp = 0.41), (f)
QS-PF-

_ :
using index graph (PSNR = 29.42, bpp = 0.38).

(a) Couple (b) Lena

(c) Peppers (d) Zelda

Figure 5: Original Images used in the experiment.

(a) Couple (b) Lena

(c) Peppers (d) Zelda

Figure 6: The Reconstructed images using Proposed
Method.


